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Chapter 1 : Structural Analysis Software for Demolition, Progressive Collapse, & Blast - ASI
Extreme Structures LLC. We provide and install Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs). Whether you are looking into
construction of a new home, a commercial building or a vacation home, or simply looking to add on, our Insulspan
Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs) is the ultimate in construction methods.

ESL Lessons with Strength by Susan Verner 10, views Whether students and teachers realize it or not, physics
can make for some of the most memorable classes in a school career. Anyone who has ever designed a
machine to protect an egg as it falls from the roof of the school building remembers that experience, and there
are plenty of similar lessons to engage and entertain students. Just because you teach English, though, does not
mean your students cannot have these types of memorable in class experiences. Whether it is physics or
history, language is part of the learning process, so when you feel inspired to bring a little daring science into
the language classroom, do it! Here are some suggestions on how to make it a successful experiment. How to
Proceed 1 Building Bridges Depending on the city in which you live, bridges may be hard to find or they may
be around every corner. Of course, as ESL teachers we are building bridges all the time, bridges between
cultures and peoples as our classrooms often reflects the influences of a global society. Though your students
may or may not find themselves building bridges of understanding, you can have them build bridges that test
engineering and strength. Explain to your class that groups of students will compete in class to build the
strongest bridges. Each group of four students should come up with a design to build a bridge between two
desks or tables in your classroom. After positioning the desks two feet apart, give student groups some time to
design a bridge that fits between them. You may want to provide some time for in class research on different
types of bridges before the building session, and you may invite students to bring materials from home or limit
them to the items that can be found in the classroom. Once the bridges are complete, ask your students to think
of an objective way to measure their strength. They will have to discuss different options and work together to
choose the best one. Then the class should choose one or more people to conduct the strength tests. The bridge
that is the strongest wins. After the bridge building and judging are complete, have your class reflect on the
activity and their bridges by writing a short reflection. What was the most successful part of the bridge? What
part was unsuccessful? What would they do differently the next time they build this type of structure? Have
each person give his or her bridge an overall grade in the evaluation. If you live near a farm or have a farmers
market nearby, the fall is probably filled with pumpkin sellers from September 1st through the end of October.
When Halloween is over, though, most farms no longer have a need for the pumpkins they have been selling.
If you can connect with an owner or operator of a farm or market, he or she may be willing to donate all the
leftover pumpkins to your class or your school for an unforgettable class activity and test of strength. With the
extra pumpkins, challenge your students to create a device that will shoot a pumpkin as far as possible. To get
their creativity flowing, give your class some time to explore the site punkinchunkin. The Science channel
broadcasts the annual event at which some pumpkins fly as many as four thousand feet. Your students should
not expect to build anything as sophisticated and technical as what those professional pumpkin chuckers do,
but they can use their imaginations and ingenuity to cast the gourd as far along a football field as possible.
Working in groups, have your students challenge their physics knowledge and ingenuity and create a pumpkin
tossing device. Make sure that on test day you have proper safety measures in place so no one gets hurt, and
then let the pumpkins fly awarding the team with the farthest flying pumpkin the title of kings or queens of the
gourd. Like with the bridge building exercise, have teams write an evaluation of their pumpkin chucking
devices. What worked on the device? What did not work? What would they change next autumn? Have each
group give their invention an overall grade in the evaluation. In this contest, individuals or groups of students
build structures intended to protect an egg when it is dropped from the school roof. You will need to supply
your class with some raw eggs as well as the rules for the egg drop, and you can find several examples online.
In your rules, you should specify the height from which the egg will be dropped, the weight and size limit of
the structure if you choose to have any , and what criteria will be used to judge the structure. You should give
these rules to your students along with a copy of this article , which gives advice on how to construct a rooftop
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egg drop mechanism. Having your students work in pairs will challenge them to communicate with one
another but allow each person in the pair to give significant input to the design and construction of the egg
drop. Give your pairs around a week to complete their structures and then ceremoniously drop the eggs from
the roof! As with the other activities, have each team evaluate their mechanism. What was most successful
about the device? What part, if any, failed on the device? What would they do differently if they were to build
the machine again? What would they give as an overall grade? Language is a dynamic, creative creature, and
language teachers can include just about any content in their classrooms and still have students learn. These
activities are adventures in and outside the classroom and should only be undertaken with enough planning,
but if you give them a try your students will never forget the days in your classroom! If you enjoyed this
article, please help spread it by clicking one of those sharing buttons below. And if you are interested in more,
you should follow our Facebook page where we share more about creative, non-boring ways to teach English.
Chapter 2 : Extreme Structures: ESL Lessons with Strength
Xtreme Structures and Fabrication is a premier provider of standard and custom aluminum truss used in many
applications such as concert and stage lighting. We manufacture and build custom stages, roof systems, hardware,
rigging, risers, platforms, and exhibit components.

Chapter 3 : Xtreme Structures | Better Business BureauÂ® Profile
Extreme Structures is an Irish owned business specialising in providing Creative Structures and Furniture for all kinds of
events. These include Stretch Tents, Geodesic Domes, Stretch Pods, Bespoke Staging and Furniture hire.

Chapter 4 : TRUSS - XSF Truss
Extreme Structures, Dublin, Ireland. 3, likes Â· 17 talking about this Â· 11 were here. We supply Creative structures to
the event industry! Stretch.

Chapter 5 : Extreme Generation Playground Equipment | Adventure Playground Equipment
Extreme Structures We supply Creative structures to the event industry!ðŸŒ„Stretch tents, Mezzaine Structures,
Domes and 'The Workshop' which builds bespoke structures blog.quintoapp.com

Chapter 6 : Contact us - Extreme Structures provides creative structures and marquee hire 01
The latest Tweets from Extreme Structures (@extremestruct). We supply creative structures to the event industry which
includes stretch tents, geodesic domes, Stretch pods, Furniture hire and we also custom design!.

Chapter 7 : Xtreme Structures (@xsftruss) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
Extreme structures is an Irish company providing the rental of Geodesic Domes, Stretch tents, Custom Stages &
Structures and Inflatable Structures. We cater for all events including corporate.

Chapter 8 : Extreme Structures - Home
Xtreme Structures Contracting Services. 83 likes. All types of construction projects to include concrete, decks, fencing
and additions.

Chapter 9 : Lighting & Stage Truss Manufacturing | Xtreme Structures & Fabrication
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Xtreme Structures Space Saving Truss is a unique truss design that allows easy stacking up to 10 high! Space Saving
Truss Info > CIRCULAR & OVAL.
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